
NATEL® BeFree.
Subscription price per month CHF 169.–

Data transfer
Charges for data transfer (CH and FL) including
Public wireless LAN (CH) including

Telephony
Calls to the Swisscom mobile (CH and LI) and fixed network (CH) including
Calls to the mobile and fixed networks (CH) of another provider including
Calls to the EU and to North America* (mobile and fixed networks) including
(up to 300 min./month)
Incoming connections (CH and FL) and call routing to your COMBOX® free

SMS/MMS
SMS within Switzerland and to other countries including
MMS within Switzerland and to other countries including

Other prices
Call routing  including
To a domestic number in Switzerland and Liechtenstein, per minute (24/7)
Automatic callback from COMBOX® including
to the domestic Swisscom mobile network, fixed network in Switzerland
Automatic callback from COMBOX® including
to the domestic mobile network of another service provider in Switzerland
Data/fax transmission and fax printouts from your COMBOX® CHF 0.50/min.
Connection prices are charged based on full/part units of time in CHF 0.10 blocks.

Liechtenstein CHF 0.50/min.
Connection price for telephony, video telephony and automatic calls from COMBOX® on the 
mobile network of another service provider and premium-rate nummers. Connection prices 
are charged based on full/part units of time in CHF 0.10 blocks.
One-off SIM card price (Initial card or replacement card)  CHF 40.–

If usage deviates significantly from a fair level of usage for private purposes, Swisscom reserves the right to assign the customer another NATEL® product, 
or take other appropriate measures. 
In order to maintain quality of service for all customers, Swisscom will reduce the transmission speed if data traffic exceeds the monthly allowance of 2 GB, 
or take other appropriate measures.

*  EU and North America includes the following countries: 
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Republic of Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy 
(incl. the Vatican), Latvia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Malta, The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, USA, Canada 
Liechtenstein (mobile and fixed networks of other providers)


